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Metabolomics in Medicinal Chemistry
Numerous human pathologies, including common con-

ditions such as obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,

cancer, inflammatory disease and neurodegeneration,

involve changes in lipid metabolism. Likewise, a growing

number of drugs are being developed that directly or

indirectly affect lipid metabolic pathways. Instead of

classical and cumbrous radiochemical analyses, lipid

profiling by mass spectrometry (MS)-based lipidomics

holds great potential as companion diagnostic in several

steps along the drug development process. In this review

we describe some typical lipidomics set-ups and illus-

trate how these technologies can be implemented in

target discovery, compound screening, in vitro and in vivo

preclinical testing, toxicity testing of drugs, and predic-

tion and monitoring of response.

Introduction

With more than 180,000 different molecular species, lipids

form a vast and extraordinary class of biomolecules. Each of

these lipids has a unique chemical structure and biophysical

properties. Functioning as structural components of mem-

branes, as medium for energy storage, as anchor for proteins,

or as intra- and inter-cellular signaling molecules, lipids play

diverse roles and are involved in numerous biological pro-

cesses [1,2]. The total lipid composition of an organism or

specimen thereof is referred to as the lipidome. The lipidome

is affected by the diet and is further controlled by a large and

diverse family of lipid metabolic enzymes, which are tightly
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regulated by both central and cell-autonomous control

mechanisms. Not surprisingly, many human diseases, includ-

ing common conditions such as obesity, diabetes, cardiovas-

cular disease, inflammatory disease, cancer and

neurodegeneration involve changes in lipids and in lipid

metabolic pathways [3–6]. Likewise, an increasing number

of drugs have been or are being developed that directly or

indirectly target lipid metabolism. Established or emerging

targets include enzymes involved in the synthesis and me-

tabolism of cholesterol, fatty acids, phospholipids, sphingo-

lipids and triglycerides (Fig. 1). Also their regulators,

including key signaling proteins and transcription factors

have been identified as potential targets in the pathologies

mentioned above. Until recently, discovery and validation of

drugs targeting these pathways was largely based on the use of

radiolabeled substrates. The methodologies involved are of-

ten cumbersome, do not allow multiplexing, often lack spec-

ificity, and entail safety and environmental risks due to the

use of radiolabels. Recent advances in technologies such as

spectroscopy, chromatography and most importantly in

mass spectrometry, have overcome these shortcomings and

have established lipidomics as a maturing ‘omic’ within the

‘metabolomics’ field and alongside other systems biology

approaches including genomics, transcriptomics, and prote-

omics. Introduction of these technologies into the various

stages of the drug development process provides unparalleled

possibilities all the way from compound screening to clinical

diagnostics (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Lipid metabolic enzymes as targets for drug development. A selection is shown of enzymes and regulators of lipid metabolic pathways that are

currently being used or explored as drug targets, along with some representative drugs or modulating compounds (indicated in red). ACAT, acetyl-

coenzyme A acetyltransferase; ACLY, ATP citrate lyase; ACACA, acetyl-CoA carboxylase; AGPAT2, 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase 2;

COX2, prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2; DGAT, diglyceride acyltransferase; ELOVL, elongation of very long chain; FAS, fatty acid synthase;

HMGCR, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase; LXR, liver X receptor; PPARs, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors; SCD, stearoyl-CoA

desaturase; SREBPs, sterol regulatory element-binding proteins.
Analytical methods to study lipids

Due to the large structural complexity and heterogeneity of

lipids compared to DNA, RNA and even proteins, lipidomics

has been lagging behind other omics approaches in terms of

throughput and comprehensiveness. Early lipid separation

and analysis methods are largely based on chromatographic

separation techniques including thin layer chromatography

(TLC), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and

gas chromatography (GC). The latter methods excel by their

easy set up but suffer from a limited resolving capacity

hampering the analysis of individual lipid species. GC is

more performing in this context but has the disadvantage

that it is not amenable to complex mixtures, which often

have to be hydrolyzed and derivatized. Other options include

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and Raman
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Figure 2. Situation of lipidomics in the ‘omics’ landscape and its

implementation as companion diagnostic in several steps along the

drug development process.
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spectroscopy. Both methods have their merits in the lipido-

mics field, but fall short in terms of sensitivity and resolution.

Progress in mass spectrometry (MS), especially in high-reso-

lution instruments, has enabled to increase sensitivity, spec-

ificity and throughput of lipidomic screens from complex

biological mixtures and to execute structural characterization

of individual molecular species in tandem MS experiments.

Therefore, MS has become the prime method for comprehen-

sive lipid analysis, often in combination with the separation

techniques mentioned above.

Mass spectrometry-based lipidomics

Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique that allows the

identification, structural characterization and quantifica-

tion of biomolecules based on the mass-to-charge ratio (m/

z) of gas-phase ions. Typically, lipid extracts are prepared

from biological samples using organic solvents, traditionally

using a mixture of methanol and chloroform [7] or, more

recently, using methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE) [8] (Fig. 3).

Crude lipid extracts can then directly be subjected to mass

spectrometry (defined as shotgun-lipidomics) [9] or first be

separated by liquid or gas chromatography. Prior separation

of lipids reduces ion suppression and minimizes the overlap

of lipid species with the same nominal or exact mass (isobaric

and isomeric lipid species). On the other hand, it is more

time-consuming and often less quantitative suffering from

variable solvent/analyte ratios. As mentioned above, gas

chromatography  requires hydrolyzation and derivatization

of molecules.
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Figure 3. Typical set-ups for tandem MS-based lipidomics. Biological samples (tissues, body fluids, etc.) are subjected to lipid extraction. Lipids are then

separated by LC or GC, or directly infused into ESI-tandem MS instruments. (a) A low-resolution setup consisting of two quadrupole mass analyzers (Q1

and Q3) separated by a collision cell (Q2). Tandem MS scans are used for identification and quantification of molecular species. (b) A high-resolution setup

consisting of an orbitrap mass analyzer interfaced to a second mass analyzer (Q or LIT) and a collision cell (if appropriate). Full MS scans are used for

identification and quantification of molecular species, with tandem MS scans targeting only a small number of selected precursors. Data are visualized for

example as heatmaps or subjected to further statistical analysis.
Before entering the mass spectrometer, lipid molecules

(either as crude extracts or after separation) are subjected

to soft ionization techniques (avoiding extensive in-source

fragmentation) like electrospray ionization (ESI) or matrix-

assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI). In ESI, lipids in

solution acquire positive or negative charges by charged

droplet formation followed by desolvation, whereas in

MALDI, lipids are co-crystallized with a matrix, which absorbs

and transfers energy from a laser beam to the lipid molecules,

resulting in their ionization. In the context of lipidomics, the

latter technique is mainly used for MS-based lipid imaging in

tissue sections.

Detection of ionized lipids is performed by single MS or

tandem MS, making use of one or two mass analyzers, respec-

tively. Tandem MS instruments consist of two mass analyzers

separated by a collision cell, and are capable of operating in

different MS/MS scanning modes (product ion scan, precur-

sor ion scan, neutral loss scan, MRM), producing structure-

specific fragment ions (Fig. 3). The tandem MS scan display-

ing the highest sensitivity, specificity and efficiency in terms

of duty cycle is the multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) scan,

producing only a signal if predetermined precursor (m/z)/

fragment (m/z) pairs are detected. Most shotgun lipidomics

experiments on low resolution mass spectrometers make use

of tandem MS scans for identification and quantification of

molecular species (bottom-up shotgun lipidomics) [10]. Al-

though targeted, MRM is often the tandem MS method of

choice for lipid quantification. On the other hand, Fourier

transform-based mass spectrometers (FTMS), characterized by

high resolution and mass accuracy, are able in single MS

mode to detect and quantify global changes in lipid compo-

sition directly from crude lipid extracts, solely based on the

lipid intact mass (m/z) (top-down shotgun lipidomics), leav-

ing tandem MS for a small number of selected precursors [11].

The advent of easy-to-operate and robust hybrid Orbitrap
technology, has brought FTMS into the lipidomics laborato-

ry. Other techniques that can add an orthogonal separation

dimension to a standard shotgun lipidomics workflow are ion

mobility spectrometry [12] and differential mobility spec-

trometry (DMS) [13], enabling the separation of isobaric

and isomeric lipids in front of the mass spectrometer.

During processing, the data are subjected to spectral filter-

ing, chromatographic alignment (in case of LC), corrections

for 13C isotope effects, quantitation through ratio compari-

son of ion peaks to internal standard peaks, visualization and

export of data (Fig. 3). Several software packages have been

developed to aid in processing of data [14–16]. The paucity of

individual calibration standards to determine the response

coefficient of each molecular species limits the absolute

quantification potential of the method. Moreover the wide

variety of approaches used by different researchers is ham-

pering easy exchange of data and is calling for a further

standardization of the technology. Further biostatistical anal-

ysis usually involves multivariate analysis, such as principal

component analysis (PCA), which is useful for the identifica-

tion of correlations of lipid metabolites with pathological

phenotypes, for instance for the development of lipid-based

biomarkers.

An interesting application involves the use of stable iso-

tope-labeled precursor metabolites such as glucose, whose

incorporation into lipid can be followed by MS or NMR. This

approach allows metabolic pathway elucidation and can be

applied to in vivo models and patients [17,18].

Lipidomics in target discovery

Since its development, MS-based lipidomics has been applied

for the analysis of lipids in numerous disease conditions.

Analysis can be carried out on tissues or body fluids of

diseased and healthy human subjects as well as on disease

models involving animals or cultured cells. Both LC–MS and
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 35
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Figure 4. Identification of drugs and drug targets based on the unique changes in lipid profiles each compound produces. Cancer cells (HCT116) treated

with different compounds, for example an SCD1 inhibitor, an ELOVL6 inhibitor or an ACACA inhibitor show unique and characteristic changes in lipid

profiles.
shotgun lipidomics have been very successful in this context

and have led to the identification of hitherto unknown

changes in lipid profiles. Besides new insights in classical

lipid-related diseases such as cardiovascular disease and obe-

sity, lipidomics analysis has revealed unsuspected changes in

the lipidome in many other disease conditions. Striking

examples include the discovery of recurrent changes in the

phospholipidome of cancer tissues [19–23] and in sphingo-

lipids in Alzheimer’s disease [24,25]. Combined with tran-

scriptome analysis and other functional genetics tools, these

findings have led to new insights in disease mechanisms and

to the discovery of potential new targets for drug develop-

ment [23,26–29].

Lipidomics in the identification of candidate drugs

Identification of novel drug candidates often involves the

screening of thousands of chemical compounds. In the case

of lipid metabolizing enzymes, assays involving radiolabeled

substrates are typically used. Also here, MS-based lipidomics

holds great potential as it enables simultaneous and highly

selective analysis of natural intermediates and end products,

as well as side products due to off-target effects, thus over-

coming many of the limitations inherently associated with

the use of radiolabeled substrates. However, standard lipido-

mic analyses have a limited throughput due to pre-MS sample

preparation involving liquid extractions, chromatographic

separations, sample injection and post-MS -data processing.

Thus far this has restricted the use of lipidomics approaches

largely to low or medium throughput projects mainly in hit-

to-lead (H2L) and lead optimization (LO) phases of the drug

discovery process. Recent advances in MS instrumentation

and particularly in the automation of pre- and post-MS

handling of samples and data can dramatically increase the

throughput of the analysis, enabling the use of MS-based

lipidomics for larger compound screening projects. Particu-

larly, the capacity of lipid extraction can be substantially

increased by the use of robotic liquid handling stations
36 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
and can be further improved by solid phase extraction

(SPE). This involves the use of a solid matrix for which the

analytes to be isolated (lipids in this case) have a high affinity,

allowing their selective separation and elution. SPE can be

adapted to isolate a broad range of lipids either in batch or as

separate fractions after differential elution [30]. Sample in-

jection can also be automated by using robotic sample injec-

tion and ionization devices. One example of such systems is

the TriVersa NanoMate (Advion), which is routinely used in

the author’s facility. It employs microfluidics chips contain-

ing an array of up to 384 nanoelectrospray nozzles per chip,

allowing reproducible sample injection and spraying, while

avoiding cross-contamination between samples. Shotgun

lipidomics is the approach of choice for high throughput

applications (vide supra). Recently, high throughput mass

spectrometry devices with or without parallel processing

capacities have become available allowing unattended anal-

ysis of thousands of samples [31]. Also data analysis can be

automated and software can be equipped with built-in profile

or pattern recognition. As each lipid metabolic enzyme pos-

sesses specific activities, unique changes in profiles are gen-

erated upon chemical inhibition or elimination of a specific

enzyme (Fig. 4). By comparing lipid profiles generated in

compound screenings with available profiles of selective

inhibition or knockdown of individual enzymes or their

regulators, active compounds can be identified and their

targets be predicted.

Lipidomics in preclinical and clinical testing

Any drug development program must proceed through sev-

eral steps in order to deliver a final product that is efficacious

and safe. Essential is the monitoring of biological effects

needed for decision making in early drug development. To

this end so-called pharmacodynamics (PD) markers are need-

ed that are used in pre-clinical and clinical studies to establish

doses and dosing regimens for subsequent studies. In the

case of lipid metabolic enzymes, enzyme activity is often
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monitored by measuring the incorporation of radioactive

tracers into intermediate or end products. As an example,

the incorporation of 14C acetate into lipids in cell cultures can

be used to monitor the efficacy of fatty acid synthesis inhi-

bitors. In vivo and particularly in phase I clinical studies the

use of radioactive tracers is often less obvious, not only due to

the use of radiolabels, but particularly because of the more

complex metabolism of many tracers at the level of an entire

organism. This emphasizes the need for alternative assays.

Also at this stage, MS-based lipid profiling may offer an

attractive solution. Depending on the target, small tissue

biopsies and/or body fluids can be taken and analyzed for

changes in the lipidome. Not only can changes in the lipi-

dome be assessed from total lipid extracts, they can also be

verified in multidimensional tissue sections by MALDI-MS-

based lipid imaging, providing information about the spatial

localization of the alterations [32]. Dynamic changes and

alteration of fluxes through lipid metabolic pathways can

be followed by simultaneous treatment with stable isotope-

labeled compounds. As many lipid species can be monitored

simultaneously, MS-based lipidomics has the added advan-

tage of providing an indication on off-target effects and

toxicity (vide infra), in addition to information on the efficacy

of the compound.

Lipidomics for companion biomarker analysis

In an era of strong emphasis on personalized medicine,

biomarkers that have the potential to select patients that

are most amenable for a specific drug, that can monitor the

efficacy of the drug and that can predict toxicity are of utmost

importance. MS-based lipidomics has great potential in all

these areas. Numerous lipidomics studies have identified

lipid species that aid in the early detection and/or differential

diagnosis of diseases [5,33,34]. Toxicity, particularly hepato-

toxicity evoked by drugs has been successfully detected using

lipidomics approaches [35,36]. Similarly, lipid analysis has

been used to monitor the response to several drugs [37,38].

Instead of using tissue biopsies for analysis, the high sensi-

tivity of most MS-based approaches, enable the analysis of

body fluids, which offer the advantage of minimal invasive-

ness and allow repeated sampling. Selective enrichment or

isolation of circulating cells or other fractions from body

fluids often provide solutions when sensitivity is an issue.

Of particular interest in this context is the isolation of exo-

somes from body fluids. Exosomes are small vesicles that are

released from cells and that can be found at high levels in

body fluids [39,40]. As many disease markers, including

aberrant lipid profiles, that are present in cells and tissues

can also be found in exosome fractions [21,41,42], lipidomics

analysis of exosomes is a booming area of research that holds

great potential in the context of companion biomarker de-

velopment.
Conclusions and future perspectives

In view of the increasing world-wide incidence of classical

lipid-related diseases, including obesity, diabetes, and meta-

bolic syndrome, together with the growing awareness that

other common diseases such as cancer and neurodegenera-

tive disorders are accompanied by alterations in lipid metab-

olism, an increasing number of drugs development programs

are focusing on enzymes and regulators involved in lipid

metabolism. From this brief overview and the increasing

amount of literature, it is clear that MS-based lipidomics is

a rapidly emerging technology that holds great potential as

companion diagnostic tool along all stages of the drug devel-

opment process (Fig. 2). Ongoing developments aimed at

increasing the throughput of this technology through further

automation, along with further standardization will un-

doubtedly place MS-based lipidomics at the heart of many

drug development programs.
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